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Administrative Authority and the 
problem of Effective Agricultural 
Administration in East Africa 

jON R. MORIS* 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past two decades, a large literature has grown up analysing the 

special situation administrators face in promoting "development" within the 

Third World. Development administration has gained the status of being a 

legitimate academic discipline,^ but its basic concepts and its findings are the 

object of continuing controversy.^ The nub of the argument is found in the 

contradiction that although development administration claims to have been 

especially concerned with the analysis of the management of development 

activities, studies done under its banner have seldom come to grips with the 

managerial dimension of administrative performance, and, where a few have 

made the attempt, they exhibit marked difficulty in relating their findings to 

the analytical paradigms in fashion within development administration. 

This paper takes stock of the concepts and methods in development admin-

istration as a field of inquiry, trying to establish which administrative features 

are most important for the effective management of agricultural administration. 

It reviews several key changes in our conventional image of bureaucratic 

organization whicjji field research on East African administration has shown 

to be necessary. "Methodologically, more precise descriptive techniques are 

needed to identify which intemaP administrative finkages are vital to the effec-

tive transfer of central initiativeg-into local practice. I suggest that an extended 

definition of the idea of "administrative penetration" could guide future re-

searchers in collecting and analysing data to insure that all the salient features 

of East African administrative systems are adequately documented. Concep-

tually, my point of departure is the need to visualize administrative systems 

as independent entities, whose capabilities for effective performance cannot be 

evaluated apart from a prior analysis of their internal characteristics. Although 

|he illustrative materials are restricted to the sphere of agricultural admin-

istration in East Africa, the issues raised are general to any analysis of admin-

istrative effectiveness in the ex-colonial. Third World nations. 

The inventory of images which guides most analyses of development admin-

istration has now become quite standardized. First, it has become customary 

*o treat administrative systems in their wider political and ecological context, 

"•eceiving "inputs" and responding with "outputs". Second, administrative struc-

*tires are viewed as taking the classical form of a staffing pyramid. Third, it is 
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assumed that the actors within such a pyramid receive most of their Isehav-

ioural predispositions—their ideology, values, and interests—from the external 

social and political environment. Fourth, most writers implicitly accept the 

Weberian schema which treats bureaucratic authority as being a monolithic 

type and which perpetuates the politics/administration dichotomy: "admin-

istration"—consisting of actors' internal relations within an administrative 

structure, and "politics"—the power implications of their actions in the outside 

political system. Fifth, when it is necessary to evaluate administrative perform-jl 

ance, attention is usually directed towards the bureaucracy's ability to ca rd f l 

out organizational objectives in the form of centrally determined policies, p l a inH 

programmes, and projects. Although no single study contains all of these e l ^ | 

ments, the group of concepts as a whole is internally consistent and seems tiH 

present a rational paradigm for studying administrative action. 

The blank spots in the paradigm are hard to pinpoint until one can compai^l 

it against the actual structures and activities of the field administration, as w a H 

done in the case of the agricultural extension services in Embu District d H 

Kenya. For me, the warning signals that first triggered my concern about t ^ ^ | 

adequacy of the paradigm itself were: its inability to portray the distinctijj^l 

features of an administrative system, the wide range of procedural issues w h i ( ^ | 

completely escapes attention, the difficulty one has when using the paradigi^l 

in explaining certain strong motivations which administrative actors seem 

derive from within the administrative system itself, and, lastly, the lack 

guidelines to tell us why similar planning techniques yield such vastly d i ^ | 

similar results when employed in closely comparable situations within t ^ | 

Administration. In the pages following, therefore, I shall turn our fami l i iH 

paradigm inside out, retaining many of its customary concepts but combinii^B 

them in an unconventional fashion to give a more sharply etched picture of t n H 

East African field administration as I conceive it to be. Since this account con|H 

presses a much longer analysis (being published separately), I shall concentra^B 

on the logic of the argument rather than upon its verification by means 

empirical illustrations and detailed case materials." As Kuhn has long sin<^| 

pointed out, paradigms are in essence selective devices: though they set up t l H 

rules under which more limited hypotheses can be empirically verified, t hdH 

themselves are not subject to empirical validation.* j H 

The more complex picture of field administration which I shaU try to estalH 

lish can be delineated as follows. First, one's analysis must start from a c o i i f l 

prehensive description of the administrative system itself, considered o r ' S 

system with self-determined propensities, rather than as a specific expressioB 

of vague socio-cultural variables from the larger environment. Here the c o i H 

cept of "administrative penetration" allows us to identify the internal a i^ f l 

external linkages which have a potential importance for the analysis of t^ lH 

effective transfer of central initiatives into local practice. • 

Second, the aggregate transfer of initiatives from the centre to the periphetM 

is better represented by a "tree" metaphor than by the usual pyramid. In Eaf l l 

Africa, at least, development "from above" has led to a proliferation o ' l 

agencies and administrative infrastructure at the top, while factionalism and * • 
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diversity of types of contact groups have accelerated differentiation at the 
bottom, giving by default the middle level staff (at provincial or regional head-
quarters) the greatest opportunity for taking coherent and planned action to 
stimulate development. 

Third, the strongly centrist tendencies manifested within East Africa at the 

present time cannot be fully understood apart from an analysis of rival ideo-

logies of authority which have their roots within the administrative sphere.' 

Much of the utility of "penetration analysis" in an African context derives 

from its congruence with the dominant assumptions which many African lead-

ers share about how and where development action should originate. 

Fourth, once we realize that bureaucratic organizations can emphasize dif-

ferent and even contradictory types of authority, we can unravel several admin-

istrative paradoxes: including that the colonial regime reconciled its reliance 

upon formal authority in the field administration with its need for "problem 

solving" actions by always placing professional staff in the central position of 

a hub-and-wheel" structure; that attempts after independence to spread the 

benefits of development through the impartial application of civil service rules 

inherited from the colonial regime have actually increased the politicization 

of the staff in their internal relations within the administration; and that an 

internally pofiticized civil service can still be usefully studied from the stand-

point of its effectiveness in implementing development "from above"; but, that 

given present administrative structures, the desire to speed the tempo of deve-

lopment by increasing the pressure from the centre can easily have the un-

intended effect of further reducing the willingness of field administrators to act 

in a "problem solving" capacity. 

Fifth, the development "initiatives" which we customarily try to document 

in the field turn-out, upon closer examination, to be in reality planning devices 

for packaging information—policies, plans, programmes, and projects—to guide 

implementation decisions at the centre. When transmitted to the field in dis-

aggregated form as individui^.instructions, these initiatives become well nigh 

invisible. The more significant"~uhits for analysis in field administration which 

have almost completely escaped scrutiny until now are: (1) the total selection 

of development measures which exist in any particular area, and, (2) the field 

Agencies which have been set up to give these measures a concrete, local exist-

ence in the form of internally organized staff, resources, and activities. 

And, sixth, in using these ideas to describe the field administration, one 

becomes aware of additional features which are extremely important for under-

standing the system's performance capabilities. 

The second half of the paper puts these general ideas about administrative 

î'stems to the test of explaining which administrative features are related to 

effectiveness in agricultural administration. Agricultural services impose a high 

jhreshold on the quality of administrative performance. I have coined the term 

engaged planning" to highlight the need (exempfified to an extreme degree in 

Agricultural services) for the maintenance of planned control over administra-

'̂ e activides sufficient to ensure that the organization responds quickly and 

^tionally to changing external circumstances. Unfortunately, the usual civil 
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service procedures strongly inhibit the exercise of "engaged planning" by 

officials on the spot. It will be seen that there are several institutional innova-

tions which governments are using or might consider adopting in order to faci-

litate economic management in the field administration. Five such innovations , | 

are discussed in greater detail, including: (1) the "hub-and-wheel" solution, 

(2) "designed organizations", (3) multi-purpose professionalized teams,zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA ( 4 )  in-

creased pressure from the centre, and, (5) decentralization. I agree that under 

East African conditions each of these "solutions" exhibits certain characteristic 

flaws, but that by careful analysis compensating mechanisms can be built into 

the total administrative structure. The paper closes with a look at the emergent 

problems of rural development in East Africa, which underscore the Govern-

ment's need to become more self-aware of the performance capabilities of the 

existing field administration. 

COMPETING PARADIGMS IN ADMINISTRATIVE ANALYSIS 

Anyone proposing paradigms to political scientists may be justly accused of 

carrying coals to Newcastle. Nonetheless, that is my main intention in this 

paper. Political scientists launched the field of "development administration", 

and, in East Africa at least, they continue to supply the teaching force for 

training in public administration. My charge is that while political scientists 

stimulated the evolution of comparative administration as an academic subject, 

they also bequeathed it a fascination with comparative politics which has 

diverted later investigators from giving administrative structures serious con-

sideration in their own right. Students of comparative poUtics in the early 

1960's quickly found that institutional charters often have little meaning in the 

Third World countries. They soon enlarged their focus to take in the whole 

"political culture", analysed as a system coterminus with the polity itself. How-

ever brilliant the stream of studies that followed in this tradition, it had a 

devastating impact on the struggling sister discipline of public administration 

which was also being recast (for export) within America at this time. As Riggs 

has observed, the mode of analysis "tended to regard the governmental system 

as a dependent variable, an epiphenomenon based on social, psychological, 

cultural, and economic determinants". It gave a strange twist to much writing 

which purported to show how leaders in new nations administer development: 

The capacity to see politics as itself an essential, indeed formative, variable iD 

processes of social change was almost lost. Irony lay in the fact that, of all kinf* 

of social systems, the transitional societies of the "third world" are the ones i" 

which government initiatives mean the most." 

Thus the barrenness of this intellectual marriage between politics and admiij' 

istration was most evident in the sphere of policy advice. When national lead-

ers did consult "experts in comparative politics", the results were ofte" 

"mutually distressing", while the attempt to merge pubUc administration iotO 

political science contributed insights of only "limited utility" to general theory 

of administrative systems as was La Palombara's conclusion.' 
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As a consequence, despite two decades of activity we still do not have any 

comparative mode of analysis which takes administrative systems in their own 

right as its primary focus for analysis. The lack of "grounded analysis" has had 

serious ramifications for each of the three groups who were in a position to 

have used such information: outside researchers, policy advisers, and, policy-

makers. 

Outside researchers are probably the least important of the three groups, 

but they deserve mention because up to now they alone have had the time 

and resources to look for answers to long range questions of social policy. 

In Tanzania, this could have been a significant resource. Norman Miller lists 

no less than forty-four separate research projects on rural Tanzania in recent 

years.* But Ph.D. students tend to choose topics where an intellectual scaffold-

ing already exists, and among the forty-four projects referred to, students in the 

two largest categories have neatly dodged the central topic of administration 

to yield thirteen studies of local pohtics on one side and thirteen of agricultural 

economics on the other. 

Compared to alternative topics, administrative analysis does present rather 

severe conceptual and methodological problems. As a rule, administrative 

organizations in the Third World are institutional hybrids, embodying various 

permutations of formal models which have been transplanted from the colonial 

powers at successive points in time. The overseas researcher coming to any 

ex-British or ex-French country is confronted by complex administrative struc-

tures, whose arrangement seems to follow known Western patterns, but whose 

operation is affected to an unknown extent by the exotic economic and cultural 

milieu. Until he can build up his own image of the administration as a distinc-

tive system—a difficult feat unless one is already on the inside—the researcher 

will remain blind to powerful but intangible influences which originate in 

the system itself. Either he falls into the "ecological fallacy", interpreting 

divergent behaviour in terms 9f the alien setting, or else he reduces his scope 

of observation to activities which seem to be explicable in conventional terms. 

A further disincentive to sWious research has been the lack of paradigms in 

the related disciplines of sociology and economics which are applicable to 

'̂ nits in the vital, intermediate range of scope. In either discipline, the classic 

tniits of analysis focus on the macro- and micro-extremes: concerning at the 

National level whole sectors and societies, or at the local level individual com-

•^unities, projects, and firms. By way of contrast, many administrative deci-

sions deal with units of intermediate scope—industries, regional administration, 

economic zones, service clusters, town planning, and so forth—about which the 

Social science disciplines (apart from geography) have very little to say. 

Whereas academic researchers can simply turn aside to study other, more 

Ashionable topics, the poficy adviser cannot. We shall see in the succeeding 

.^^tions of this paper that the East African governments are increa.singly rely-

l̂ g upon central action to stimulate development. Officials at the centre are 

"'tervening in administrative and economic activities at all levels beneath; their 

''̂ nsive powers force them to act as if they had reliable information about 

"Nations for which they are responsible. Often the end result is that economic 
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advisers are asked to frame policy alternatives about matters which are 

primarily administrative in content. 

A special danger arises when advisers are obliged to base their recommenda-

tions on sophisticated but partial techniques such as benefit/cost analysis. 

These techniques are highly selective in their coverage of reality, and, by thq 

same token, they make numerous assumptions about the situation they appeâ ^ 

to describe. Anyone who has sweated through the prodigious effort required 

in order to obtain genuinely reliable recommendations from either benefit/ 

cost or mass social survey analysis in African conditions will be suspicious of 

the facile application of these techniques to guide national decisions.̂  The 

dimensions which we know how to measure—costs and communication, for 

example—are by nature emergent characteristics of an organization; their ex-| 

pression is continuously determined by other, undefined organizational feaJ 

tures. We can assume that low cost operation or accurate communication 

accompany effective administration, but we cannot deduce the factors respoiB 

sible from this evidence alone. m 

How does an adviser respond to negative evidence on programme impact" 

(Several evaluators of major government programmes in East Africa have 

been unable to document any positive impact.) One adviser will question the 

survey methods; a second will point out that certain intangible benefits were 

not measured; a third will reconmiend a change in the institutional model; a 

fourth insists that more resources must be put in to reach the minimum thresh-

old necessary for effective interaction; a fifth recommends staff training and 

administrative reform; a sixth calls for a higher level of political commitment; 

and the last tells the government to shut the programme down. The room to 

diverge is widest where correct advice is most strategic: in the cases where 

a given institution is operating far below its potential performance (a parti-

cularly acute problem in countries trying to move towards the socialist manage-

ment of a mixed economy). In the last analysis, an adviser's concrete recom-

mendations depend on his conception of the larger system to which his data 

apply. Recommendations based on partial analysis, no matter how elegant the 

techniques, may lead to worse results than if no recommendations had been 

given at all. 

Perhaps the most unfortunate aspect of this situation has been the loss ot 

opportunity to make changes when change was easy. Poficy-makers in East 

Africa have had unusual scope for changing the direction and form of their 

inherited institutions. Since independence, leaders have been deciding many 

fundamental features of the emergent administrative system: the replacement 

of almost the entire cadre of senior officials; revision of terms of service 

throughout the public sector; creation of new forms of professional training: 

negotiation of technical assistance from new sources; transfer of resources from; 

immigrants to Africans; and the formulation of revised legal codes congruen|! 

with a centrally managed economy. These decisions are of a "once-for-all 

nature. While easy to take, they cannot be lightly reversed later. Once ne*' 

interest groups and a revised structure of political economy have crystallized, 

further r.hnngt? hfrnmeg inrrqasingly difficult. It is regrettable that East African 
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governments have had to rely mostly upon advice from economists during the 

honeymoon period when so many decisions were being taken about the future 

form of the administrative system. Even so, the margins for planned action are 

still large enough in this sphere to justify high priority in the planning of public 

policy. 

Our discussion so far has emphasized the crucial role of descriptive pa-

radigms in applied policy analysis. No research tradition can expect to achieve 

predictive capabilities if it cannot succinctly describe the key features of the 

main causal agencies operating in the field which it studies. Administrative 

organizations are highly structured entities, which control powerful social and 

economic rewards, and which show remarkable powers of persistence. I t is 

logical, therefore, that we should concentrate our initial attention on the 

organization itself, studying it as a self-contained system with stable perform-

ance capabilities. The remainder of this paper will be directed towards answer-

ing this question. 

THE CONCEPT OF ADMINISTRATIVE PENETRATION 

In any science, some terms are useful for their analytic power, to reduce 

data to testable propositions, and others are needed for their integrative power, 

to give a larger coherence and meaning to many individual findings. The con-

cept of "administrative penetration" can serve this latter purpose in studies of 

field administration, since it unifies many of the key concerns of development 

administration by relating them to a common process of centrally-initiated 

change. What administrative factors are involved in the origin, transfer, and 

acceptance of central initiatives? How do people in any given locale respond 

to directives wtiich they receive through the various branches of the Govern-

ment's rural administration? These questions do not rule out the simultaneous 

analysis of the transfer of po\^er and benefits between levels in the territorial 

hierarchy (i.e., "pofitical penetration"), but they do instead focus one's primary 

attention on the effective implementation of substantive policy. They provide 

a criterion for deciding what features inside and outside of the administration 

are of interest if we want to evaluate its performance from the standpoint of 

objectives set at the centre. In this latter respect, a major advantage of "pene-

tration analysis" as advocated here is that its theoretical assumptions are con-

gruent with the premises which administrative actors in the real world hold 

about development. If administrators assume that development starts from the 

'Centre, then the same linkage should be at the centre of the stage in our analyt-

'eal image of administrative behaviour. Yet, by looking also at local response, 

^e retain a brief to study the influence of external factors on the administrative 

process. 

fn administrative contexts, we can extend the idea of centrally initiated 
change to yield several components: 

One or more people at the centre who are organized to formulate 
directives. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

2. Intermediary organizations of an administrative or representational;^B 

nature wliicii link the centre to the field. '^M 

The content of the initiative at each stage in its transfer through the|^H 

total system. 

Lx)cal contact, including: (a) change agents, (b) contact methods, (c j^H 

contact groups, and, (d) contact reinforcement. 

Local response, positive or negative. 

Exogenous systems influencing response. 

While this definition obviously falls under the general heading of a communi^B 

cations model of social change, it puts peculiar emphasis on the direction < ^ H 

change, on the structures involved, on its substantive content, and on the natuit^H 

of the response elicited. 

Further details which could be investigated under each of the above compo^B 

nents are self-evident. Instead of dealing with them here, I will highlight thred^l 

larger changes in our image of centre-periphery relationships which are neede<^H 

if we are to get maximum advantage from an analysis of "administrative pene^l 

tration".^" Part A following proposes that a "tree" image should replace thi^m 
conventional administrative "pyramid" in order to sharpen our awareness 

the top-heavy nature of East African administrative organizations. PartzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA MKM 

argues that policies which give priority to development "from above" refleCJjB 

an underlying ideology of administrative centrism which is widely share |̂P 
among East African leaders. Part C tries to explain why, despite the import-

ance of the centre, its individual plans and policies appear to be relatively in-

significant within field activities. Taken together, these images portray a com-

plex administrative structure whose features appear to be very different depend-

ing upon whether one is viewing it from the standpoint of those above it. 

within it, or beneath it. 

A. The Tree Metaphor and Structural Analysis 

A pyramid is the standard metaphor used to depict the structure of national 

administration, no doubt because it does well represent the hierarchical charac-

ter of individual civil service agencies. But a study of administrative penetra-

tion must also document the aggregate resources available at each level in the 

territorial hierarchy. Here the classic model ignores the possibility that multiple 

institutions are structurally related in an interacting network at the centre, a 

phenomenon which contemporary innovation theory highlights as being espe-

cially significant for the launching of technical innovations." What agencies 

and resources at the centre regularly interact in formulating various categories 

of central directives? 
To see where this question leads, let me illustrate the point with data draWD 

from a joint study of rural development in Kenya.'= The change in focus at the 
national level brought to light many additional institutions, programmes, aO^ 
linkages which would have been missed if agricultural administration wei* 
studied one agencv at a time. As of 1967, I counted 20 major national pro-

—'---WuiifiiiLiaJCenyji^'^ while a preliminary listing < ^ 
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aggregate resources at the district level by E. R. Watts gave not less than 

twenty-three separate agencies which had some formal commitment to under-

take extension work in Embu District." Further inquiry showed that Embu's 

haphazard contact with any one agency was only to be expected. Most agencies 

had their headquarters in Nairobi, and naturally located their most experienced 

staff and main administrative resources there. 

Indeed, Nairobi has accumulated the preponderant share of Kenya's tech-

nical expertise and administrative infrastructure. As a World Bank report 

observed in 1963, "few underdeveloped countries can compare with Kenya in 

the magnitude of the organizational arrangements which have been provided 

by Government to further agricultural development and marketing."" For 

instance, we found that the country had three complete networks of agricul-

tural research stations (serving respectively the East African Community, the 

different major cash crop industries, and the Ministry of Agriculture itself).^* 

Again, it has two rival sets of short-course training centres (one under Agri-

culture and the other Community Development), just as it has three over-

lapping extension services aimed directly at rural women (the same two Minis-

tries plus Health)." Where development is implemented "from above", each 

agency begins its work by strengthening its central office in Nairobi, a tendency 

exacerbated by the shortages of suitable housing in the rural areas and by the 

desire of both technical assistance staff and their Kenyan counterparts to keep 

near the centre of power and innovation in Nairobi itself. 

It is the same story wherever one turns. To study Kenya's irrigation schemes, 

we were sent to the National Irrigation Board, which is housed in a former 

Nairobi Hotel. To visit the largest agricultural research stations, one must 

I motor only a few miles into the Nairobi suburbs, where almost all of the 

major research centres have been located. To evaluate agricultural training, one 

goes to the Faculty of Agriculture, newly established in Nairobi even though 

Kenya had a well developed Agricultural college upcountry at Njoro which 

could have easily been upgraded into a degree-granting facility. Nairobi con-

tains the regional offices for the World Bank, for USAID, for FAO, for the 

American Foundations, for East African agricultural research, for most com-

•tiercial suppliers of agricultural inputs, and for many other, lesser agencies. Add 

|o this the recent arrival of agricultural technicians from Holland, Scandinavia, 

l̂ est Germany, and Japan, and one can see why technical assistance has 

"ecome one of Nairobi's leading industries. 

Whatever the political ramifications of this situation, in relation to agricul-
'tiral development Nairobi has passed the point of take-off. Its overall complex 

institutions, specialists, and services for rural development has reached the 
•"eshold for self-sustaining interaction: Nairobi can very nearly generate its 

*n solutions to Kenya's internal technological needs. At the same time, how-
, er, the attention of the Nairobi-based administrators is becoming involuted 

Cause of the sheer complexity of the many different agencies and interests 
tight up in this interaction. It is not stretching the point to say that most 

. ral development initiatives in Kenya are launched from Nairobi; many never 
-*^e Nairobi. 
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Though extreme, the pattern of urban dominance I have just described is 

not atypical of "development administration'" in many new nations, irres-

pective of whether they are capitalist or socialist in orientation. It certainly 

complicates how one analyses the transfer of initiatives to lower levels in the 

country. 

It highlights the distortions introduced by viewing the administrative burea 

cracy in conventional terms as a pyramid. Considered individually, the lar 

departments (such as Agriculture) do have a staffing pyramid that widens 

numbers towards the bottom. But considered jointly, the top layers are in sunj'*' 

total far more extensive and differentiated than those immediately beneath 

within the regional administration. 

A more apt image would be, therefore, the Biblical "Green Bay Tree": the 

Nairobi agencies constituting the sunlit leaves and interlocked branches at the 

top; the provincial organization being the solid trunk; and the local, sub-

district organizations forming roots of unknown depth and strength, invisible 

in the muck beneath. And, to push our metaphor to the limit, one's view of the 

tree will be almost unrecognizably different depending upon whether it is seen 

from the vantage point of its roots, its trunk, or the branches above. mj^ 

The view "from below" in such a structure explains why local officials temr 

to conceive of their problems in terms of strategies for "penetrating" upwards 

to find some point of influence on action at the centre. With so much going on 

in Nairobi, high level officials can easily forget the periphery unless the out-

lying districts can develop sufficient purchase on key national actors to ensure 

that they are not neglected (hence the importance of national "big men" in 

local African politics). The structure encourages an intense but distinctive type 

of politicization, wherein local clients line up beneath their national patrons." 

From the simplistic vantage point of a local man looking upwards, the main 

feature about national level administration is that it appears to afford almost 

unlimited access to influence and privilege. This feeling is exacerbated in Kenya 

because of Nairobi's ehte life style inherited from the Europeans. 

Contrariwise, the view "from above" is so distant that those at the centre 

are all but forced to rely upon the provincial administration or their own dis-

trict heads for information about the state of affairs in the field. Intervening 

officials in the provincial administration acquire considerable de facto powef 

through their mediation of most information going upwards and directive* 

coming down. The steep hierarchy interposes numerous communications 

barriers between the centre and the field. This means that the overall quality 

of central administration is highly dependent on the adequacy of information 

held by the intervening levels. A particular danger is the lack of knowledge 

at the centre about the operative strength of local organization at the sub-

district levels. 

The tree image helps us to understand why attempts to co-ordinate dev«' 

lopment activity at the top and h)Ottom layers are so difficult. At either extrenJ^ 

the diversity and uneven differentiation of structures works against the pl^*' 

ners' aim of orchestrating all of the Government's development activity. B 
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«tyi 

do 

only in the relatively compact provincial administration that co-ordination 
stands a reasonable chance of success. 

We should not react to the administrators' own perceptions of client politics 

by concluding therefore that the administrative tasks they perform are not 

"development oriented". As Silberman has shown in respect to the Japanese 

bureaucracy, restrictions on eligibility do not necessarily impair the effective-

ness of bureaucratic performance (contrary to Weber's ideal type), nor are 

ascriptive and achievement criteria for role allocations always mutually 

exclusive." 

For example, a trained research scientist in Kenya's agricultural services 

does not hold unusual privileges when compared against other scientists hold-

ing comparable posts in the international network (within which he has been 

trained). But relative to the surrounding peasantry, the scientist's car and gov-

ernment salary mark him out as a member of the national elite; it is almost 

inevitable that his appointment will be interpreted in pohtical terms even in 

the face of his technocratic qualification. Where jobs are scarce and marginally 

qualified candidates numerous, any appointment ijecomes a political act with 

potential ethnic overtones.̂ " 

B. Centrist vs. Participation Ideologies in East Africa 

The dramatic growth of institutions and structures at the centre in African 

states has passed almost without comment by national leaders, since they asso-

ciate it with the increased resources for promoting development which they 

expected to obtain from Independence. Similarly, its meaning has gone un-

noticed in academic analysis because economics and political science both 

share many of the same centrist premises. Instead, it is customary to view 

ideologies of devflopment in a classic, western frame as consisting of policy 

decisions mirroring the ownership and control of real property in society. Of 

course, there is a genuine competition underway in Africa between socialist 

and capitalist institutional forms; 'a conflict which several writers have fruit-

fully analysed at length in an ideological framework.^' 

Equally interesting, however, is a second, cross-cutting ideological conflict 

whose very existence is not generally recognized: a clash inherited from the 

Colonial regimes but intensified since Independence between two relatively co-

herent but mutually exclusive viewpoints about how development ought to 

take place. On the one hand, we find a well articulated and cohesive set of 

premises about how development takes place "from above" which we might 

Abel "centrist" or "penetration ideology"; on the other, we find a rival view 

'̂ess integrated but also strongly held in some quarters) about local develop-

"**ent "from below" which we could label "participation ideology". The desig-

''ation as ideologies is a fair one, since each view is built up from internally 

insistent premises which are often used by leaders to legitimize particular 

'̂y'es of administrative action. Unfortunately, the resultant rationales for 

evelopment-oriented action point in contradictory directions, differing as they 

^ in their fundamental conception of what development is. 
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Our task in dissecting these rival viewpoints is complicated by the refer-

ences their proponents make to external, economic conditions as the raison 

d'etre behind specific administrative actions. In turning attention outwards 

towards the grim imperatives set by the economic environment, leaders clothe 

their actions with an inevitability that hides the implicit and inter-linked pre-

mises upon which they are based, which collectively form larger thought 

systems that define what development means and how it ought to occur in a 

specific historical situation. 

As a start towards identifying the two types of administrative ideology which 

concern us here, I suggest that they diverge sharply in respect to the implicit 

premises on which they are based. The dominant administrative centrist view-

point proceeds from an acceptance of the following basic points: 

1. Al l parts of the country have a right to see visible progress being achiev-

ed towards their eventual incorporation in an integrated, modern 

economy. 

2. Major initiatives required for development will be supported by public 

expenditure, at least to the extent that the Government undertakes to 

supply the capital and services required to get development underway. 

3. Many areas do not have the human, physical, or financial resources to 

develop themselves unaided by the centre. 

4. Development initiatives will be planned centrally to see that the best 

use is made of local resources, within a broader framework of program-

mes for developing the whole country. 

5. The centre will maintain sufficient administrative machinery at the local 

level to ensure that central directives can be implemented at will. 

6. Where necessary, the Government will set up specialized bureaucratic 

institutions to give it direct control over key economic activities (as in 

the parastatal sector). 

7. In sponsoring overall industrialization, the Government will not neglect 

the transformation of the agrarian sector. 

8. The time available is limited: people expect to see the economy trans-

formed within their children's lifetime, so that the higher the rate of 

development the better. 

9. The centre is best qualified to decide what is in the national interest; if 

necessary, development activities will be implemented even if they are 

opposed by the people concerned locally. 

While some of the above concerns were accepted in the colonial period, the 

willingness to shoulder the responsibility for the development of the whole 

country within a relatively short time horizon represents a very real shift in the 

terms of reference under which administration is conducted. We might take 

it to indicate the emergence of "development administration" in East Africa-

Carried to its logical conclusion, the centrist train of thought leads to the 

view that no local decisions about development should be taken without coO' 

sideration first being given to national interests, i.e., without having been sub' 

jcct to central planning. Economic planning and political action, in that order-

become the co-ordinated expression of common policies affecting the whole o'^ 
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the "political economy". (Parenthetically, we might note that while such pre-

mises have obvious affinities to Russian style "big-think" socialism, they can 

also be used to buttress state capitalism in mixed economies, such as one finds 

in Kenya.) And, in the intellectual sphere, the social science disciplines should 

be merged into a single, multi-faceted discipfine of "pofitical economy"." 

Those committed to popular participation start from a very different concep-

tion of what development is. They argue that: 

1. Development ultimately consists in the development of group conscious-
ness and a people's ability to manage and understand their own self-
development. 

2.  Capital and manpower constraints are only superficial "causes" of under-
development; through more adequate symbolic communication people can 
learn to make more effective use of resources already present in the local 
environment. 

3. The real underlying constraints affecting economic development are those 
related to failures of local leadership, blockages in the transfer of skills, 
weaknesses in managerial know-how, and imperfectly organized local 
production services. 

4. Outsiders interested in promoting genuine local development must attack 
the above motivational and organizational constraints first, leaving ex-
panded economic activity to follow in due course. 

5. Outsiders will not be listened to locally until they find a point of entry 
related to people's perceived needs. 

6. Having assisted people to articulate their needs, the development agent 
must work with people to expand their common consciousness of the 
causes of under-development, the nature of local problems, and the mea-
sures which they themselves could organize to improve their situation. 

7. The scope of development projects undertaken should be expanded gra-
dually, to strengthen people's common involvement, to encourage the 
emergence/)! new types of leaders, and to extend the community's ability 
to manage' more complex types of economic activity. 

8. People do not realistically acquire increased managerial expertise unless 
they are allowed to make decisions at their own pace and unless they 
experience the fruits of^thejr own mistakes. 

9. Attempts to hurry development by solutions imposed from above run the 
risk of short-circuiting the more fundamental process of strengthening 
local capabilities, so that apparent physical development may be a mis-
leading indicator of a people's genuine self-transformation. 

These ideas are at the root of the community development movement, and it 

*as their acceptance in the post-War period by the British colonial government 

'hat lay behind the attempts to make co-operatives and local councils the key 

Agencies for local development. Thus participation ideology stresses the primacy 

of the local community as its main analytic unit, and it favours the inclusion 

°f a strong representational component in all types of bureaucratic adminis-

''•ative structures. 

Smce Independence, however, the substantive changes which have taken 
place in East African administration generally reflect a reversion to the centrist 
Premises which had already been in competition with the participation ideology 
^ring the colonial phase. Indeed, among senior officials at the centre the im-

portance of the centrist position is taken to be self-evident. All of the East 
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African governments have set up the machinery for central planning." Without 

exception, each Five-Year Plan has been larger and more ambitious than its 

predecessor; no Kenya plan has yet run its course before having been super-

seded by a revised version, and in 1968 there was even talk of revising tl 

revised Five-Year Plan.̂ ^ Again, in Tanzania the Government has moved 

much faster in nationalizing the economy that its current Five-Year Plan i 

no longer of use to guide financial decision-making." We should also note th 

the differences between Tanzania and Kenya in economic ideology do n 

extend to differences in view over the importance of central control. A l 

Mitchell has observed:'" 1 

The basic distinction between the two plans for rural development does not lie in 

the extent to which government will attempt to involve itself in the rural economy. 

Both plans call for increases in the number, type, and co-ordination of govern-

ment activities concerned with rural betterment. . . . Kenya's plan states that 

20.6 p»er cent of central government development expenditure over the next plan 

period will be allocated to agriculture, while the corresponding figure for Tanzania 

will be 20.8 per cent. . . . Both forecast far-reaching changes in traditional 

structures of ownership and degree of social co-operation (for example, by increas-

ing the extent of specialization and exchange in agriculture). 

Having discovered that actual decisions diverge from planned forecasts, the 

East African governments have not reacted by abandoning their centrist pre-

mises, but rather have tried to tighten control over the economy from above. 

Uganda experimented briefly with regional planning commissions, '̂ whereas 

in Kenya and Tanzania the national planning agencies have appointed their 

own regional and local staff, and have created an elaborate hierarchy of pla^ik 

ning committees to facilitate central control.^* Similarly, at the national levt^f 

much effort has been put into the synchronization of training and employme|H 

opportunities (in return for government subsidies, most students are "bondeij^B 

to public service for a specified period) by means of centralized manpowfH 

planning.^* There has also been the usual post-independence expansion in t^M 

three countries of public investment under loan financing from the World B a ^ H 

and other technical assistance sources, an increase which can only be repaid ™ 

these centrally planned investments do realize the projected returns. Al l 

these developments are defensible to the extent that the basic premises hold 

true, so that costly commitments undertaken by the centre "from above" do, 

actual fact, influence output from below.'" 

But if we accept that the trend outlined above is in practice often antitheticll| 

to the achievement of popular participation, in the sense that it expresses'W 

different set of priorities concerning how scarce resources should be used, 

can better understand the fundamental ambivalence which underlies the 

public policy statements of leaders like Nyerere or Kaunda. As Ingle docu-

ments, Nyerere has consistently advocated working with people to realize devS' 

lopment goals, but in actual fact his Government has often had to rely upo"* 

the threat of compulsion at the local level to attain centrally determined obje '̂ 

tives.'^ This conflict between priorities became especially clear in Tanzania 

in 1969. At this time, Nyerere was seeking outside advice on how to motft* 
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effectively decentralize development services while simultaneously his Govern-

ment took back the financial resources and authority it had delegated to Dis-

trict Councils after Independence, and outlawed the Ruvuma Development 

Association, which was the prototype for Ujamaa settlement in Tanzania and 

one of the country's few examples of a successful development effort generated 

from below.'' Such contradictions do not necessarily indicate that a leader's 

commitment to participation is merely political rhetoric. They represent ano-

malies which are almost inevitable when policy commitments are made that 

go against the grain of the existing order. That grain was set many decades ago 

in the image of Whitehall, not Westminster: so perhaps it is not too surprising' 

that the ideal of non-bureaucratic participation is proving so alien to the philo-

sophy and procedures of an Administration at work.'' 

We might note the warning given by Ghai and McAuslan, in view of the 

tremendous temptation which administrators face to short-circuit development 

problems by the raw exercise of administrative authority:" 

In an attempt to increase the effectiveness of the administration, wider discretions 

are conferred upon officials by law, and these officials are prepared to take, and 

can get av/ay with taking, short cuts. It is here that a glaring discrepancy exists 

between the rhetoric and the practice of the exercise of power. . . . This use of 

the law to increase the power of Government and decrease the opportunities to 

challenge it in the name of developmient will result in development itself becoming 

suspect, and losing its legitimacy as a unifying force in . . . the nation. 

C. Plans and Policies in Field Administration 

The conventional myth in the literature on economic development sees 

central initiatives as consisting largely of policies and projects. In theory, the 

policies come fitst: they represent a choice between rival development strate-

gies arrived at by the national leadership, and packaged by them for onward 

transmission in the form oKlpcally allocated projects which trigger the field 

organization of manpower and resources to achieve the desired disaggregated 

plan targets. Assuming this is how central initiatives get translated into living 

reality, one is justified in devoting most attention to the macro- and micro-

extremes: "policies" and "projects" respectively. 

In the field, however, I was surprised to find how difficult it was to identify 

central inidatives under the usual rubrics of "policies", "plans", and "pro-

grammes". They describe only a limited sphere of central to local activity, and 

the activities they cover do not appear to be very significant operationally. One 

experienced field researcher in Kenya has suggested that "probably less than 

^ per cent of rural development activhies are initiated, shaped, or controlled 

'̂ y the formal planning structure.'^ How do we square this finding with the 

earlier image of the immense administrative resources being devoted to ccn-

I'rally-induced change? 

At this point, one must guard against jumping to the erroneous conclusion 
^at therefore the centre has little influence in the field. The slippage exists in 

fte image and not in reality. If we consider how "policies", "plans", and 
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"programmes" are used in business administration, we can see they are all 

devices for packaging and arranging small decisions into larger wholes. They 

are used primarily to facilitate the making of decisions, and then the sub-

sequent allocation and scheduling of implementation directives. In the sphere 

of public affairs, the comparable level is at the centre itself, where, after all, 

the bulk of administrative resources is to be found. Plans, programmes, and 

policies are extremely important to facilitate rational decision-making by 

national leaders; they also help senior officials to monitor what is happening 

subsequently in the field—but they will always be located principally at the 

centre. 

When putting these planned decisions into effect, senior officials customarily 

disaggregate them into component instructions whose passage is difficult to 

trace once they arrive in the field. Only if there has been substantial deconcen-

tration of decision-making will plans, programmes, and policies become analy-

tically fruitful devices for looking at the transfer of initiatives within the field 

administration. Since at the moment the pan-African trend is in the opposite 

direction, one must find other, more relevant images to describe how the centre 

influences the periphery. At the centre, then, plans, programmes and policies 

matter a great deal; in the field, they are well nigh invisible. 

We can take our cue from the perceptions of the local officials themselves, 

who judge the Government's commitment to any particular policy by its 

willingness to establish a corresponding physical presence, represented by man-

power and money, in the field. Whatever the form that central initiatives may 

take, the actual process of transfer requires the simultaneous existence of two 

accompanying components (whose existence is implied when one analyses 

plans, programmes, and policies): (1) a substantive content, and, (2) a continu-

ing organization which is relied upon to accomplish the actual transfer to the 

local level. In terms of substance, we can divide agricultural development ini-

tiatives by function into a large number of complementary types of develop-

ment measures (which may or may not be institutionalized in the form of pro-

grammes at the national level and projects at the local level). In sum total, the 

East African governments are already operating an astonishingly wide range 

of such measures, numbering between fifty and one hundred and fifty depend-

ing upon how finely one is inclined to subdivide each functional category. 

Different types of measures are associated with different types of institutional 

models, and have certain basic requirements in common. When national deci-

sions about rural development are taken, they almost always begin with the 

selection of a particular type of development measure, followed by a choice of 

operative agencies which will bring the desired activities into existence on the 

ground. 

It is much more expeditious to view an approach such as "land settlement" 

or "agricultural education" as a type of development measure finked to corres-

ponding development agencies than it is to try to conceptualize such ap-

proaches as "strategies", "policies", or even "programmes". Even if it were j 

desirable, one would have great difficulty in proposing a standard administra- | | 

tive module to suit the field agencies attached to different types of develop-
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ment measures. Crops vary gready in the sophistication of the services they 

require, just as districts vary greatly in the range of environments and asso-

ciated crop industries they contain. The sheer number of attractive permuta-

tions for grouping agricultural services into manageable wholes leaves wide 

latitude to the discretion of the field agency. The missing element which has 

hardly been studied at all in East Africa is the question of how existing field 

agencies of different types go about organizing their own internal activities. 

The structure and operation of rural development agencies is an obvious area 

for administrative analysis, provided that we can first assemble a general 

picture of the safient characteristics shared by most branches of the field 

administration. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF T H E F I E L D ADMINISTRATION 

Let us for the moment assume a "penetration analysis" of the type advocat-

ed here had been carried out in detail. What internal features of the field 

administration are most salient for explaining its performance capabilities? 

From research on agricultural administration, I suggest that the following 

generalizations might be worth closer investigation. 

1. Individual units in the field bureaucracy are quite small, falling in the 

same range of from five to twenty or less officials as one finds in, for example. 

North American public service agencies.'' However, whereas overseas small 

professional bureaucracies are the least likely to show a centralized hierarchy 

of managerial authority, in East Africa field bureaucracies of a similar size are 

strongly hierarchical. Field staff are separated into three or more parallel cadres, 

differentiated by formal qualification, length of service, and salary scales. The 

typical agency*headquarters in the field with a staff of ten or less will contain 

officers in four or five sharp|y distinct ranks; Watts mentions an extreme in-

stance from Uganda wherfê qne agricultural officer supervises one agricultural 

assistant who in turn supervises one field contact man." The professionally 

trained staff occupy high level posts of an administrative nature; the least 

trained staff are the ones in actual contact with farmers or in day-to-day control 

of field operations. 

2. Many of the older field staff entered government service in the colonial 

period when all one needed was a full primary education. Having completed 

a one or two year post-primary occupational training in a service profession 

ûch as teaching or health care, these officials became the nucleus of the emerg-

ing African elite in their districts. Today, however, the educational qualifica-

tions for entry to the same occupations have risen steeply. At best, the older 

officials maintain a foothold in the national elite but work under younger, 

better trained cadres who have been superimposed on top and who permanent-

'y block them from further advancement. At worst, the untrained staff in 

bottom level posts cannot be transferred and are simply marking out their time 

'1 the same positions which they have held since colonial days. Together these 

older officials constitute what we might term "trapped efites": though they 
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identify with the modern political system, they are no longer upwardly mobile 

at a time when higher level opportunities are being dramatically expanded.'* 

3. The better trained officials who are now joining the national elite have 

no local audience to whom they are accountable. Unlike the stabilized sub-

ordinate staff, senior officials are subject to frequent transfers (under Kenya's 

regulations, for example, an official is entitled to only three days' notice). Vari 

ous researchers have independently documented extremely high rates of trans 

fer in several parts of East Africa. This phenomenon has not been scrutinize( 

because it appears to be caused by the necessary replacement of high leve 

manpower following independence. In actual fact, however, it is structurall; 

caused. The features internal to the administrative system which contribute U 

the rapid circulation of senior staff between posts include the lack of regar 

for individual interests and capabilities in the initial training and posting o 

staff; the ineffectiveness of other formal sanctions which might be used t< 

correct bureaucratic misbehaviour; the availability of the transfer mechanisn 

as an easy way out to solve personnel problems; the expectation by leadei 

that anyone who develops strong local ties will be tempted to contravene civ 

service ethics; the importance of a headquarter's posting for officials who wai 

to keep political connexions to national leaders alive; the continuing expai 

sion of public sector employment into new spheres of activity (such as bankin 

or high level training); and the lack of a pool from which replacement sta 

can be drawn, so that each high level transfer entails further transfers all dow 

the line. Thus staff movement is being continuously triggered by many indepen 

dent stresses within the system, and it has become endemic within most highfl 

level administrative posts throughout East Africa. 

4. The high rate of staff transfers solidifies relationships within the elii 

while cutting senior officials off from genuine contact with local problems. Ofl 

cials are forced to maintain a second household in their home areas, and ; 

is largely through this circle of kinsfolk at home that they keep in touch wit 

"grass roots" sentiment.'" The younger officials soon realize that they will n< 

stay in any one place long enough to bring about external achievements which 

can be identified with their own efforts, nor do they have much social contact 

with the subordinate staff who provide the main element of continuity in rural 

administration. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that they regard their rela-

tionships to "big men" above as the key to personal advancement, that they 

interact primarily with other members of the national elite, and that they value 

friendship ties among themselves highly. In circulating back and forth across 

the country, they have the opportunity to maintain a network of friendships 

begun in school and cemented in early jobs.*" Other elite Africans form * 

potent reference group against which the individual official is continuous^ 

evaluating his own postings, privileges, and advancement. In an administrative 

system sensitized to observe minute distinctions in rank and privilege an<I 

devoid of techniques for evaluating work performance, an individual official'! 

own perception of his situation may be vastly different from what an external 

observer might think it to be. 
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who have professional qualifications hold formal title as officers; they do deve-

lopment-related tasks on assignment. The occupational norms, i.e., the expec-

tations about hours of work, type of work, behaviour on the job, etc., are those 

of a civil servant, even in technical fields where one might have expected indi-

viduals to orient themselves towards professional reference groups instead. 

We have already seen that the field worker, as an official, is accountable up-

wards to his superior rather than downwards to his clientele. In this respect, 

field staff in East African administration have much in common with local 

officials in other ex-colonial nations. They can take unpopular actions with 

relative impunity; but, for the same reason, the Government cannot assume 

that its field staff are automatically local leaders. Indeed, within East Africa 

strong local leaders are often noticeably absent; local communities wait pass-

ively for the Government to take the initiative, while at the same time local 

officials are disinclined to take the risks involved in forthright action. 

6. To be effective in this internally politicized setting, an official must be 

willing to pay a considerable private cost. Either he will incur the disfavour 

of senior officials because he uses departmental resources for purposes which 

are important but not specifically sanctioned, or else he must invest extra time 

and money of his own to establish informal liaison across departmental bound-

aries. Administrative entrepreneurship in the field carries few rewards and 

many risks. The few who do take such risks tend to expect as a quid pro quo 

that the Government will allow them certain privileges not stricUy required 

for the inmiediate performance of their official duties. 

7. In many localities, there is stifi a wide split between the formal or "paper" 

system, representing the Government's official view of its achievements, and 

actual realities in the field. This divergence originated in colonial attempts to 

rectify certain undesirable activities by passing statutes to make them illegal. 

(Tanzanians have their own term for this affliction, wazimu wa Mzungu, or 

"the D.C.'s madness".)**̂  Regulations and policies continue to be made in all 

the East African countries<which far exceed the field administration's imple-

mentation capacities. Faced with conflicting and even impossible directives, 

officials react in much the same way as their predecessors did under indirect 

rule. Cohen has shown from Nigerian data that when conflicting standards 

are selectively enforced, officials will feign the public achievement of most 

targets while privately seeking out informal contact with the centre to learn 

what respective levels of non-performance will be tolerated.^' Local officials 

find their authority is greatest in regard to those who are breaking the formal 

regulations, but since such large numbers are involved, enforcement wifi appear 

to be haphazard and arbitrary. Either the local official must turn a blind eye 

towards events taking place around him, claiming official achievements which 

exist only on paper, or else in his zealous attempts to implement unrealistic 

directives he will destroy the Government's legitimacy and his own future 

effectiveness in the area concerned. Thus, the widespread existence of a double 

standard corrodes centre-periphery relationships at all levels within the field 

Administration. 

8.  The field administration is starved for adminlstradve capital. The extra 
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items which give an organization its administrative strength, Land-Rovers, 

mileage allowances, typewriters, proficient secretarial staff, etc., are very thinly 

spread below the provincial level (with the exception of certain fashionable 

programmes managed directly from the centre). In the remainder of the field 

administradon, most recurrent expenditure goes directly into staff salaries. 

Officials are already cutting corners at many points: employing temporary staff-

keeping bottom level salaries as low as possible, withholding mileage fun 

and bicycle allowances for half the year, running old vehicles without ins 

tion, and so forth. Recent increases in the total numbers of staff are buildi 

up a huge but invisible appetite for more administrative capital, waiting to 

triggered by well meant decisions to "improve efficiency". It is possible tha 

the Government might have to double its capital outlay and total salary b' 

if it is genuinely serious about getting maximum effectiveness from the existi" 

staff establishment. • 

9. Whereas most provincial or regional centres in East Africa have 

nucleus of reasonably competent administrative and technical staff, admins 

tive performance at lower levels is highly variable from district to district, 

cannot assume in advance that a district's staff are effectively implementing 

programmes listed for their area at the centre. In particular, certain distric 

have acquired a reputation as being "punishment posts". Here the oflScials wi 

tend to be either those in disfavour at the centre, or those without sufficiei 

qualification to be nationally mobile. The features which give rise to such 

reputation in the first instance—physical isolation, poor soils, a subsistem 

economy, low value annual crops, labour migration, weak ties to the nationJ 

leadership^—are aggravated by public sector personnel decisions. Frustrated t( 

a lack of local response, the Government resorts to sporadic campaigns wit 

punitive undertones. When these fail, officials lapse into inactivity. The fff 

educated officials from the area are rarely returned to it afterwards; outsi< 

staff have neither the skills nor the interest to solve local problems; and tB 

people withdraw into an attitude of hostile suspicion towards the "strangers 

who are sent their way from the centre. ,,i 

The above comments have been intended as the first step towards buildiii 

up a more complex picture of development administration in East AfriO 

They suggest that East African administrators derive most of their power and* 

inffuence from their positions, acquired by formal qualification and not by 

ownership, and so do not constitute a class in conventional Marxist terms. It 

appears that bureaucrats do constitute the dominant, national elite, but the 

bureaucracy is sharply split internally between local and national elites, and 

the latter group's influence is still closely tied to its access to pubfic sector, 

bureaucratic positions. Thus the bureaucratic salariat is rapidly crystallizing at 

the top into a dominant class in those countries which allow oflScials to use 

their positions to obtain preferential treatment in acquiring other resources: aî  

urban base, directorships, business interests, bank loans, real estate, j 

patronage, and educational opportunities. 

East African administrators do not react to initiadves or perform in si 
tions in the ways that an outsider might expect. These differences are only 
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ly cultural in nature; some of them relate to an official's outside interests, but 

many of them derive from the intrinsic features of the bureaucracy as a system. 

Although to a considerable extent the same tendencies are also present in 

Western bureaucracies, they are more clearly evident here because the well-

being of the country is more directly dependent upon the performance of the 

central administration and because the economy lacks certain compensating 

or balancing institutions. At the moment the administrative organizations 

found in East Africa can perform certain types of central initiative quite ade-

quately, provided that such initiatives fall in the domain of the administrators' 

peculiar expertise. 

For example, the Tanzanian Administration has shown considerable organi-

zational skill in performing routine administrative tasks, such as in the setting 

up of the ten-house cell system, the conduct of the 1967 census, or—most im-

pressively—the planned resettlement of some 41,000 families into 72 ujamaa 

villages in Dodoma District during the last quarter of 1971. Yet this same 

Administration has experienced disastrous results from its attempts to achieve 

higher agricultural productivity from the other Ujamaa villages which had 

already been established by mid-1971—a failure which threatens to undermine 

the impact of its efficient registration of new settlements. The remainder of this 

paper will explain why one encounters such striking disparities between levels 

of administrative performance in routine vs. technical spheres. In our discus-

sion so far, I have tried to show that we are dealing with rooted systems which 

have distinctive and uneven performance capabilities. One cannot expect any 

single reform to have a dramatic impact, except in so far as it taps momentum 

already built into the existing field administration. If leaders wish to intervene 

to improve administrative performance in the crucial technical sphere, it is 

extremely important that they first understand the underlying characteristics 

of the systems with which they are experimenting. 

"ENGAGED PLANNING" IN AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION 

Let us now examine how these general ideas apply to the sphere of agricul-

tural administration. Can we use them to identify missing factors which might 

explain the vast differences in effective performance exhibited by similar field 

Agencies? 

Unlike other forms of public administradon, agricultural administration can 

he judged against an external criterion: its ability to achieve planned crop and 

stock production targets. Our chief evaluative difficulty relates to the indirect 

•'ature of the linkage between producer services and the production response. 

date, a large share of production increases in some crops (such as cotton) 

eorries from expanded acreages grown by peasants without Government inter-

vention. The Government's role becomes more strategic in those farming acti-

^nics where: new crops are being introduced; production is primarily for sale; 

'̂ ''̂ re capital is being employed; and, land and labour are used more intensive-

'̂ All four trends are characteristic of technologically advanced farming. 
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which is consequently highly dependent upon the continuing support of effi- 1 

ciently organized agricultural services. 1 

The deterministic nature of this linkage imposes a high threshold on the 1 

quality of supporting producer services. In using larger amounts of capital,|jj 

producers need an efficient, off-farm financing system. To integrate purchasedB 

inputs and intermediate products more tightly into the farming system, thedH 

must be good local organization to ensure the timely supply of inputs. T h ^ 

labour force must be able to perform specialized tasks and must have access 

to "reserve" skills in times of crisis, which implies an institutionalized transfer 

of modern skills coupled with various technical specialists in reach of each 

community. Farm managers must be able to achieve a fine balance in the 

deployment of staff and equipment to avoid the labour bottlenecks so character-

istic of East African peasant farming. Thus the process of intensification does 

not bring higher returns to either the Government or the farmers until a tricky 

backward linkage has been made operational; higher standards of husbandry 

must be backed by increased sophistication of management which in turn will 

not be effective unless supported by well administered producer services. 

Farm modernization in East Africa is further complicated by the fact that 

the existing enterprises are highly variable and quite risky. Intensification may 

simply raise the risks and stakes all the way round. This poses a special prob-

lem when one is encouraging farmers (or groups of farmers or even state farms) 

to make the trade-offs typical of large-scale farming, where one hopes to offset 

the intrinsic risks by specialization, capital investment in irrigation, disease 

control, extra technical advisers, bulk storage facilities and a nation-wide 

marketing system. I f there is still one year in five or ten when the crop totally 

fails, then productivity must be sufficient to cover the costs of both high over-

heads and high risk. Many forms of modem agricultural production in East 

Africa are intrinsically a high cost proposition. They simply cannot pay their 

own way unless they can rely on flexible, highly organized, and efficient sup-

porting services—hence the incidence of protected markets for local farm 

products throughout East Africa. 

Unfortunately, the same factors behind high cost production equally affect 

production services. Where production units are dispersed, the product mix 

changeable, timing important but varying between and within seasons, and 

where deliveries must be ordered long in advance, agricultural administration 

is necessarily organization-intensive. Few writers on development administra-

tion give this point adequate weight. Agricultural service activities typically 

consist of a chain of serially linked actions performed by various Department* 

and administrative actors in sequence. A slip-up at only one or two points may 

nullify the impact of all preceding and subsequent actions. Even simple task* 

will require a large input of organizational effort to see that they are 
reliably 

performed, but it is hard to guarantee a sufficient level of administrative 

concern within standard civil service structures. 

Perhaps one out of many possible examples will be enough to establish tW* 

point. An agricultural officer told to set up a spraying regime for a local ^ 
operative society might well face the following list of activities: 1̂  
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1. Check the recommended sprays and application rates with the nearest 
research station. 

2. Check what kinds of sprays or dust are in stock at the nearest suppliers, 
and arrange advance orders if necessary. 

3. Check with the field staff on the current crop season to determine when 
spraying of plants ought to begin. 

4. Arrange refresher courses for members of the spraying teams. 

5. Check on the mechanical condition of sprayers and see if spare parts 
are in store. 

6. Check on the credit-worthiness of the society and the Union with the 
bank and with potential suppliers, then arrange for a letter of credit to 
be issued. 

7. See that the Co-operative Union issues local purchase orders to the 

society for spray and for the petrol of the lorry which transports it. 

8. Obtain from the field staff lists of society members, whose fields wiU 

be ready and whose credit record warrants advance spraying. 

9. Set up the schedule of visits for spray teams to follow and see that they, 
the Administration, and farmers are informed. 

10. Doublecheck arrangements for transport and a driver to pick up the 
spray and later to collect the field staff and to deposit them at the 
scheduled points. 

This schedule may be repeated all or in part up to eight times in a season (the 

currently recommended spraying regime for cotton in Sukumaland, Tanzania). 

Larger programmes, such as the crop introduction campaigns proposed for 

several regions in the current Five-Year Plans, entail a commensurate increase 

in the total volume of administrative activities. Field trials must be located, 

maintained, and evaluated; seed suppfies must be arranged; advisory materials 

must be prepared and staff trained; and processing facilities must be financed, 

constructed, and staffed. The geheral policy followed in East Africa of leaving 

producers (whether individualsor_t//a/«aa villages) to be the passive recipients 

of centrafized, technical services carries with it an immense organizational load 

for the agencies responsible. The implicit service load is especially important 

in the high value, cash crop industries where it is further amplified by differ-

ences between industries and by the accident that some production services are 

organized horizontally across enterprise boundaries. 

It is a safe conclusion that sustained agricultural development does not 

Occur under either private or socialist auspices unless someone regularly puts 

m a large margin of extra "intelligence" effort of a managerial nature: what 

shall term "engaged planning". The organizational imperatives for effective-

ness are quite clear. Somebody must keep the daily activities of distinct but 

yertically interlocked services under surveillance, must frame contingency plans 

'n case the season or market shifts prematurely, must indulge in bureaucratic 

Politics in order to secure the commitments implied in an action programme, 

And must be prepared even to break the rules in an emergency. This is much 

''̂ ore than the mere exercise of certain planning techniques. It is a special kind 

°f relationship between an organization and larger events and evidence that the 
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organization as a whole is under rational control. When an organization re-

gularly uses its planning capabilities for their maximum strategic effect, then 

it exhibits "engaged planning". 

Needless to say, "engaged planning" is rarely evidenced by the usual civil 4 

service bureaucracy. First, civil service rules prohibit the lateral communica- • 

tion so vital to the co-ordinadon of complex processes. Second, it is difficult* 

for anyone other than the man at the top to request re-evaluation of commit-• 

ments because of changed circumstances. Third, civil service procedures almost™ 

never require the formulation of contingency plans: instead, when a crisisH 

strikes, the organization goes into immediate paralysis until higher orders arefl 

received from above. Fourth, many of the initiatives needed to realize l o n n 

range objectives are in their immediate context technically illegal. And, lasUjM 

there is no shortage of good excuses relating to difficult local conditions t<9 

justify non-achievement of plans. In place of "engaged planning", therefor^B 

one normally finds what Robert Chambers terms "planning without implef l 

mentation" at the centre and "implementation without planning" in the field.*™ 

Economic planners who blame the lack of Plan realization on failures of l 

"implementation" are missing the point. On closer examination, failures ofl 

implementation usually derive from a weakness of planning capability in th f l 

field agency itself. The usual remedies proposed by economists, better planninfl 

technique, more direct controls from the centre, more finely differentiatefl 

targets, do not stimulate "engaged planning"; quite the contrary, they inhibif l 

its emergence. We must find other ways to ensure that organizational intelf l 

ligence is created and used in the field administration. The task is doubly conjfl 

plicated by the civil service tendency already mentioned of putdng aU thW 

resources needed for effective planning at the centre and not in the field.** 

Commercial organizations use three general tactics to build up their own 

planning capabilities: (1) they may simply put one man in overafi charge, 

choosing him carefully on the basis of experience and demonstrated perform-

ance, and then holding him responsible to see that the organization acts in a 

rational fashion; (2) they may add extra intelligence staff—personal assistants, 

consultants, advisers, and planners— t̂o sit at the manager's elbow; and,zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA ( 3)  

they may stipulate that all decisions whose outcome have long run conse-

quences must be subject to special preparation (e.g., required procedures for 

drawing up budgetary estimates, for costing major capital expansion, and so 

forth). Most large firms in fact combine all three solutions, experienced control, 

specialist staff, and designed procedures, to minimize the risk that external 

events may catch them unawares. 

We can detect a parallel evolution in the measures taken by governments to 

give their agricultural administration a greater planning capability. The simpl' 

est solution is the one adopted by most colonial regimes which puts an indi-

vidual professional officer in charge and leaves him to supply all the planning, 

co-ordination and evaluation personally. This "hub-and-wheel" form of mao*^ 

agerial control tends to emerge naturally in the colonial situation (or, for thaj[ 

matter, in any organization that employs large numbers of lowly qualified stf™ 

under the supervision of a few, key professionals). Told to organize compl 
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acdvities from scratch without supporting professional staff, the centre-post 

man sets up a circle of subordinate workers each capable of doing one limited 

aspect of the total operation. Thereafter, it is always quicker for the centre-

post man to perform the difficult tasks himself than it is to train someone else 

each time a special skill is required. The subordinates soon become accustomed 

to relying on the centre-post man for all inputs of a supervisory, planning, co-

ordinating, or decision-making nature. The system can work quite smoothly, 

provided that the centre-post man is hard working and has access to the "re-

serve" skills needed from time to time. Even if not initially a good manager, 

under pressure he gets such intensive feedback that he either becames reason-

ably competent or else must withdraw from the game. Of course, it helps if he 

is already professionally experienced and if he is left in his position for an 

extended period." 

This pattern was responsible for many of the more successful colonial deve-

lopment schemes. Looking through the records, one will usually find that the 

successful schemes had behind them an individual willing to put in a large 

amount of invisible planning and supervisory effort for several years, in return 

for the freedom to act as king in his own sphere of administrative responsi-

bility. The roll-call of men whose pet projects fitted this mould is formidable: 

in the Sudan, Gaitskell at Gezira; in Kenya, Benson at Meru, Chambers at 

Kerugoya, Maher at Kitale and Giglioli at Mwea; in Tanganyika, Malcolm in 

Sukumaland, Dundas and Bennett at Kilimanjaro and Nelson at Meru. Since 

even in the commercial world a few one-man empires survive the competition 

of highly institutionalized corporate giants, it is obvious that under the right 

conditions "hub-and-wheel" management can be quite effective. 

However, certain characteristic defects usually emerge in the longer run. Only 

the man at the centre accumulates direct planning experience, while the organi-

zation's planning techniques tend to remain non-formalized, personal to the 

manager. Total performance depfends heavily on the vision, motivation, and 

skills of the centre-post man, aiid no provision is made for the time when the 

^ork load will be too great for one person to co-ordinate. The centre-post man 

becomes more and more irreplaceable, and in short, the features which are a 

help at early stages of organizational development become a handicap later on. 

« and when the top man is moved, someone just like him must be found: there 

be no subordinate groomed to take his place. 

Anyone who has lived in an ex-colonial country will need no introduction 

Jo the pattern described above. Examples abound on every side of men who, 

^viiig once been socialized into this managerial pattern from beneath, now 

^^ert to it in order to "speed up" development. It is paradoxical that in a 

^^ntry short of "high level" manpower, quafified people are still underutilized 

Cause an even smaller group of top officials monopolize the key decision-

Aking roles. Such officials find nothing strange in the fact that they are called 

P"'i to perform four or five jobs simultaneously; after all, this is what their 

'"nial masters did. They fail to realize that the "hub-and-wheel" is most 

( "cd to field operations, not to high level positions at headquarters. The pro-

fci^sional officers in the colonial service often put in a substantial invisible 
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component of planning and supervisory effort, so that mere replication of t hd j i 

formal duties will not bear the same results, and, in the larger bureaucraci^L 

found today, the formal aspects of one-man management prevent a l a r g ^ 

organization from making full use of its internal resources. Thus a main prob. 

lem facing ex-colonial agencies is their need to break free from an over-

dependence on any one top official: to encourage the widespread exercise of 

professional skills by a larger nucleus of key staff who jointly ensure that 

"engaged planning" takes place. 

Over-centralization is especially hard to counteract in East Africa because 

it is strongly reinforced by an interaction between the environmental situa-

tion, managerial structures, and the predominant values towards administra-

tive authority. As we have seen, the "hub-and-wheel" emerges naturally in 

situations where subordinates are mostly unskilled non-professionals. The 

manager comes to expect that subordinates should have very limited authority, 

and should simply "follow the rules" in their respective niches. This assump-

tion neatly matches the attitudes towards authority shared by senior civil 

servants who have come up through the ranks. Similarly, the occupational 

structure of the typical field bureaucracy perpetuates the situation. When 

managers are provided with large cadres of poorly paid workers, whose work 

performance is both unrefiable and not subject to realistic sanctions, it is only 

to be expected that they will continue to do the vital tasks themselves. Their 

reluctance to delegate such tasks is reinforced by the civil service rule that an 

official can be held accountable for all actions by his subordinates. The 

colonial experience has left senior ofiicials fully aware of the need to husband 

the power which accompanies bureaucratic position. As a last resort, some of 

them even prefer to rely upon politically "neutral" expatriate advisers on 

short-contract rather than to risk giving subordinates the managerial experi-

ence that might enable them to constitute an effective challenge from beneath. 

CONTEMPORARY SOLUTIONS TO T H E NEED FOR "ENGAGED PLANNING" 

If the one-man project structure is a potentially dangerous solution to iHo 

need for managerial independence in agricultural administration, what other 

possibilities might be considered? We can identify two, further structural i^^ 

novations which have the same objective: (1) the "designed organization 

whose structure and procedures have been preplanned to facilitate overall ecO' 

nomic performance, and, (2) the "task group" of professionals working ^ ' 

gether as colleagues to achieve agreed targets. Alternatively, the central admt̂  

istration might resort to general solutions, either: (3) increasing the press"̂ * 

on the field administration "from above", or, (4) decentralizing resources a 

decision-making to lower levels. Let us look at contemporary experience 

each of these solutions. . 

The colonial regimes began moving towards the first structural reform l i ^ | ^ 

above in their closing phase, after successful development projects had , 

loojarge for individualized control and when Colonial Development Corp^Bta 
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tion funds were available to support the creation of new cash crop industries. 

By then, field administrators were well aware of the managerial deficiencies 

inherent in standard civil service practice. It was felt that the best solution 

would be to set up new, vertically integrated services designed from scratch to 

facilitate managerial control under typical East African field conditions. The 

largest and best known of such parastatal organizations were the Tanganyika 

Agricultural Corporation (or TAC, now defunct), the Kenya Tea Development 

Authority (KTDA), and the British and American Tobacco Company (BAT) 

schemes. Since Independence additional agencies have been established on the 

same model (such as the Tanzania Tea Authority and the National Irrigation 

Board in Kenya), and today the parastatal form of agricultural services is 

spread across the whole of ex-British Africa. 

The main departures from civil service routine were as follows. First, parti-

cipants in the programme were usually registered so that known ratios could 

be maintained between farmers and service staff. Second, services were tied 

vertically to the predominant cash crop under an integrated overall manage-

ment. The advantages which resulted from this important change were that 

co-ordination between separate functions became much easier; weaknesses in 

crop performance could be traced back to failures of specific services, and, 

there was a de facto ceiling on the total overhead costs that could be charged 

against the crop. Third, services were usually put on a self-accounting basis; 

economies made on one operation could be re-employed to maximum effect on 

another without being returned to the general revenue pool (as required in 

most civil service agencies). Fourth, close attention was paid to personnel 

management: jobs were analysed to determine reafistic work loads, admin-

istrative resources were geared to actual need, incentives were tied to job 

performance rather tjjan simply formal qualification, supervisory staff at the 

middle levels were strengthened, and individual managers were expected to 

take problem-solving action on th^ir own initiative. Fifth, a built-in safety 

factor was added by having doublechecks on quality control and production 

performance at each level. Last but not least, the managerial staff were given 

slightiy more attractive terms than those available in the public service, and 

^ere encouraged to remain in their posts for a number of years. 

Thus the strengthening of planning and implementation capabilities in these 

'Arge, parastatal organizations did not occur by accident. The men who plan-

ned them had long experience in agricultural administration. An excellent ex-

Â nple is Kenya's smallholder tea industry, which the Government decided to 

Centralize under common management in the late 1950's. Before finalizing its 

P'ans, the Ministry set up a pilot tea production plant for smallholders at 

Agati, near Nyeri; it also sent a senior departmental oflScial on tour of tea 

production areas in India and Ceylon. The working parties which set up the 

i^^DA as an independent authority included representatives from the 

rcasury, the Administration, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Tanganyika 

Agricultural Corporation, and the Colonial Development Corporation. They 

"̂ '̂icd heavily on the experience of commercial tea estates in drawing up a 

'̂ mprehensive programme for the expansion of smallholder tea in Kenya. Tea 
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is a teclinically demanding crop, which can only be grown in acidic so' 

which must be carefully and regularly plucked, and which must be deliver 

to a processing factory within hours of plucking. The KTDA is a model 

to illustrate how organization can be deliberately designed to achieve hi 

levels of performance under adverse field conditions and using mostly low le 

stag. 

The KTDA provides all essential crop services internally to its memben 

The crucial innovation was the KTDA's adoption of army-type four-whet 

drive leaf delivery lorries. These allow the KTDA to collect picked tea from i 

network of buying posts dispersed in wet and mountainous areas without r« 

course to the construction of first class roads. Factories are jointly owned b 

commercial firms, the KTDA, and (eventually) the growers; factory plans ar 

modified from already proven designs on commercial estates. Because of a 

overlap along the boundaries of collecting areas, it is usually possible to dela 

the construction of new factories until acreages have reached the minimum 

throughput required for economic operation. Growers are paid monthly (to 

facilitate the stabilization of the labour force used for tea picking), and they 

receive necessary inputs on credit through the KTDA, The leaf inspection 

oflScers at the factory provide a cross-check on the quality of extension staff 

(and vice-versa). 

The field advisory staff are jointly appointed between the KTDA and the 

Ministry, and so cannot be transferred without KTDA approval. Each contact 

man receives a bicycle allowance and has about two hundred registered growers 

to visit at least quarterly. Farm visit books are kept in duplicate for each grower; 

the books are used to record advice given at each visit and to evaluate current 

standards of husbandry (under a complex system for awarding positive and 

negative points). Growers are categorized into three husbandry classes, so that 

those who persist in ignoring recommendations can lose their registration. 

They elect representatives to sit on Divisional and District Tea Committees, 

which control the allocation of new acreages and capital development loai* 

The local Committees elect representatives to the Provincial and NationiW 

Boards. The field staff are supervised by Tea Assistants with motorcycles. ^ 

overall charge of each district is the Tea Officer, with a Land-Rover a*̂  

membership in the usual co-ordinating institutions within the district. ™ 

KTDA organizes refresher courses for all its staff and for select tea growers 

its own experimental estate; it also has direct links to the regionally-based 

Research Institute at Kericho. By overlapping the memberships of its Contf** 

tees and Boards, and by rotating the site of Board meetings to each of the A 

zones, the KTDA management has kept in close and continuing touch ^ 

production performance in the field. It is not surprising that it has consistw^ 

met or exceeded its national production targets, even though other atteflw^ 

to sponsor smallholder tea in Asia have usually failed.*" i u 

Perhaps the outstanding defect of this "solution" is the fact that those 
the organization are not aware of the functional linkages responsible 
success. The organization's carefully designed components are soon absOJ^ 

—into .its_"iQUtlne procedures", and thereafter can be modified on an ad. 
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basis without regard for their role in the total system. For instance, the KTDA 

management takes considerable pride in its successful sponsorship of vegeta-

tive reproduction of tea by the growers (an "economy" measure to relieve the 

KTDA of the need to keep up its own nurseries). In actual fact, this innova-

tion has destroyed the KTDA's long-standing monopoly over planting mater-

ials. The spread of illegal plantings is jeopardizing the KTDA's entire system 

for grower registration and control, since the illegal product has to be smuggled 

into the leaf being sold by legally registered growers.*' At a stroke, all the 

carefully accumulated records of input use and yield become unreliable; and, 

once discovered, these irregularities become a potent source for duplicity and 

bribery among contact staff. The usual risk that an organization does not put 

in the effort needed to keep its activities under control is heightened in the 

"designed organization" once the designers have packed their bags and left. 

Two further weaknesses of the "designed organization" might be mentioned 

in passing. First, because it offers such a comprehensive range of services, it 

necessarily operates with rather high overhead costs. A highly bureaucratised 

organization of this kind probably could not pay its own way under the tight 

cost margins which we find in low-value, annual crop economies. A second 

weakness is the organization's built-in technocratic bias: it pays scant atten-

tion to the growers' own welfare. Other balancing mechanisms are needed to 

ensure that parastatal crop services do not stimulate social and economic 

differentiation, and do not degenerate into a vast patronage system for privileg-

ed members. 

A more radical solution is often recommended but has seldom been tried in 

Africa: the organization of quasi-professional service teams in the rural areas. 

The idea is appealing in hs simplicity. Instead of the usual field bureaucracy, 

the Govemmept could concentrate its resources at the contact level where its 

staff are in daily touch with production activities. Task-oriented, multi-func-

tional teams should be set u^, to be responsible for solving most local prob-

lems from internal resources: The composition of each cadre group would be 

prearranged to contain all essential professional skills needed to offer the vital 

agricultural services (e.g., specialists in the five main areas of crops, livestock, 

soils and chemistry, marketing, and mechanics). Intensive pofitical education 

Would substitute moral for financial incentives, making cadres conscious of 

their strategic role in national development. Cadre performance would be 

gauged in terms of the value of services rendered to the local community. The 

task-oriented focus of group action would make co-ordination almost auto-

ttiatic, and would encourage the maximum flexibifity in the use of government 

resources to meet local needs.*̂  

However, if we look at the surrounding administrative context we can ap-
preciate why such ideas have been extremely difficult to implement. 

Few bureaucratic actions are at present left to the discretion of bottom level 
staff. If we distinguish between two fundamental types of administrative autho-
•"'ty, that based on professional expertise vs. that based on the formal chain 
of command, it is clear that the administration recognizes the latter alone. Of 
Ĵ ourse. it has long been observed that the two types do not mix easily, so that 
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a fundamental cleavage between "staff" and "line" appointments is found ioJ 

most larger bureaucracies. The underlying antagonism has been clarified bw 

D. Willar, who points out that command authority (i.e., where actions arM 

determined according to rules) is associated with simple and routine tasks! 

with short training emphasizing procedures, and with close supervision; where-

as professional authority (i.e., where actions are determined by decisions on-

the-spot) goes along with complex and variable tasks, with long training, and 

with generalized supervision.*" To expect local officials to act in a discretion-

ary fashion and to be judged in relation to the completion of tasks is to ask 

them to work against the grain of the existing system. Unless the system as 

a whole is changed, the injection of professional staff at the bottom would only 

increase tensions within the field administration. 

The appointment of new cadres implies that the existing contact staff would 

be gradually displaced. Senior officials are reluctant to endorse such a policy 

because new cadres would demand substantially higher salaries than the un-

trained staff receive, and the government would still be left with the question 

of what to do with those who are replaced. Given that recurrent costs have 

reached financial constraints nationally and that the administration is under 

pressure to supply as many jobs as possible, policy makers may prefer the 

situation as it is. 

If we assume that the present field hierarchies would continue, the new 

cadres would be placed in positions comparable to those now held by the 

"trapped elite". The younger, better trained officers in lower level posts are 

already the most frustrated and probably least effective members of the bureau-

cracy. It appears rather optimistic to hope that the new cadres would be the 

most highly motivated segment of the bureaucracy when in actual fact the 

present incumbents of similar posts are among the least motivated. 

Moreover most leaders do not realize how high a level of skills and re-

sources is required to sustain effective rural development. It is quite unfikelj! 

that economy-minded planners would allow the lengthened periods of trainin|j 

and increased field resources which task-force cadres would actually require 

in order to solve rural development problems. 

The basic point which economic advisers have not grasped is that despite 

higher salaries and longer training, a professionalized development team can 

raise overall productivity of resources to more than cover its increased costs. 

Unfortunately, professional staff do not achieve higher productivity unless the 

institutional environment is congenial to task-oriented activity. The adoption 

of a rural cadre system without changes in incentives and a modification of 

the bureaucratic hierarchy could leave the field administration with the worst 

aspects of either system—defects which no amount of political education could 

fully rectify. 

Until now we have only considered structural solutions to increase the effec-

tiveness of agricultural administration. Al l three of the managerial patterns W® 

have reviewed—the "hub-and-wheel", the "designed organization", and tb^ 

task group—are devices to improve the internal organization of bureaucratic 

work groups. But are these reform measures really necessary? Anyone f a m i l i ^ 
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with the relaxed pace of field administration at the bottom levels might be 

attracted to a simpler solution: could performance be raised by merely increas-

ing the pressure from the centre? 

Bureaucratic pressure can take various forms. The measures which are fre-

quently discussed at the centre in East Africa include: (1) directives enforcing 

the adherence of the field administration to civil service rules; (2) new proce-

dures intended to improve "efficiency" by reinforcing central control; (3) reduc-

tion of privileges and freezing of salaries; (4) substitution of less qualified for 

professional staff; (5) shortening of pre-service training; (6) restrictions on the 

provision of administrative capital in the field; and (7) imposition of production 

targets. Basically, these are all ways to squeeze higher performance from reduc-

ed administrative expenditure. Though most widely employed in Tanzania, ^ 

similar measures are being tried in all the East African countries. 

Our earlier description of the field bureaucracy gives some indication of the • 

reasons why these well meant "efficiency" measures often produce bizzare and 

unintended effects. Because civil service rules bear little relation to work per-

formance, the attempt to enforce neutral procedures may in fact increase the ; 

internal pofiticization of the staff. To improve "efficiency", the Treasury may 

require that funds are tied rigidly to their original vote headings, thereby fur-

ther diminishing flexibility and the room for individual discretion. The vehicles 

which make informal liaison across departmental lines feasible may be cate-

gorized as "luxuries", while the mileage funds so crucial to field supervision 

of relatively untrained staff are usually one of the first items to be cut. Econo-

mists succeed in reducing the training and quality of professional staff on the 

grounds that "by appropriate systems of delegation, supervision, and referral, 

the skiff limitations of auxiliaries can be largely overcome",̂ " without realizing 

that such systems for personnel management do not exist in the field admin-

istration. Acth5ns taken to improve administration at the headquarters soak 

up all the capital investment jivailable for the administration as a whole, leav-

ing the field staff without tlje resources required for implementation. And, 

lastly, the mere setting of production targets without regard to an organization's 

ability to influence the activities being counted has the well known effect of 

producing trivial and misleading statistics. In the longer run, therefore, such 

measures may have a very undesirable after effect: the scope for local action 

to solve problems is further reduced; the field administration becomes even 

more dependent on the centre, and the existing rigidities are reinforced. 

My analysis suggests that East African field bureaucracies tend to be quite 

brittle when put under pressure from above. Increased pressure might generate 

improved performance if planning finkages between professional staff already 

exist in the field. Where, to the contrary, key staff and services are missing, 

fnd where the field organization has not yet begun to react to its surroundings 

'n a rational fashion, too much pressure can be extremely dangerous. Pressure 

Alone does nothing to change an organization's capability for "engaged plan-

•^ing"; to be beneficial, it must be accompanied by complementary measures 

(such as unofficial permission to break civil service rules) which facilitate direct 

^ i o n and which increase the resources that can be brought to bear at the local 
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level. Otherwise, local officials react to increased pressure in counterproducti 

ways. The overworked senior officials become swamped with key tasks whi 

they dare not delegate; work performance becomes subject to random break 

downs because of overload at the top. Junior officials who are being squee 

in salaries and benefits withdraw into the safety of performance according 

regulations and local officials become afraid to tell their superiors of the grow 

ing split between the official objectives and actual performance. Thus centr 

pressure accentuates the worst aspects of performance in the field administi 

tion, while at the same time destroying effective contact with the people. F'' 

this reason, then, attempts at improving administrative performance shod! 

concentrate first on changing the administration's performance capabiliti|^H 

before resorting to direct pressure. 

Our last "solution", administrative decentralization, is much too large a topic 

for full analysis here. It encompasses many specific innovations which fall 

under the two broad categories of decentralization, where power is delegated 

to an outside agency (usually having some representative component), and 

deconcentration, where power is devolved from the centre to the field within 

existing hierarchies. Both approaches have had a mixed performance record 

in East Africa, especially in respect to the technical aspects of agricultural 

administration. 

AU the East African governments have tried to decentralize development 

activities to Co-operative Unions and District Councils. During the two decades 

that these innovations have been under intensive trial, the centre has experienc-

ed such sharp difficulties that it has frequently taken over the direct manag||j||||p|| 
ment of such services." The East African experience with deconcentradon has 

been shorter, but both Tanzania and Kenya have tried to strengthen regional 

planning while also giving newly created provincial Directors of Agriculture 

great formal power over most agricultural services in their areas.'̂ ' In neither 

instance have these promising innovations had much discernable impact on 

economic performance in the regions. ' 

From the standpoint of creating a capacity for "engaged planning", perhaps 

the problem has been that the designers of these innovations acted as if de-

centralization was a structural panacea. Insufficient thought was given to find-

ing organizational correlates which must accompany decentralization if the 

new structures are going to develop the capacity to manage their ovm technical 

programmes. The issues which have never been adequately resolved are a* 

follows. 

1. The arguments in favour of decentralization imply that field staff soHiC' 

how have a better knowledge of local needs than do central officials. But two 

problems have to be faced at the outset. This assumption is not necessarily tm* 

in current East African practice, given the rapid rotation of senior stafl" t*' 

tween postings, and better knowledge may lead local officials to oppose 

considered national decisions. To be effective, decentralization as a poh*̂ " 

must be matched by a willingness to stabifize the key implementation staflj^ 
their areas of assignment. 

2. Leaders have been reluctant to admit that development priorities chawB 

H i 
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as one moves down the hierarchy. Substantial decentralization inevitably 

generates conflict about how resources should be used. If a Government is 

serious about participation, it must face the bitter possibility that actions will 

be taken which conflict with central priorities. Worse yet, national leaders are 

particularly sensitive about the overt expression of opposing political priorities 

(which are bound to surface under genuine decentralization), while senior offi-

cials do not accept (as we have already seen) the legitimacy of decisions taken 

without their prior approval and full support.^' By definition, real decentraliza-

tion must allow regional actors to commit the central government's subsequent 

allocation of resources, if not entirely, then at least to a degree which appears 

significant to them. In the prevailing East African circumstances, therefore, the 

policy of decentralization is foredoomed unless leaders at the centre change 

their attitudes to their own authority, and some mechanism is found to facilitate 

the rational resolution of conflict at the point where these tensions arise in the 

field. 

3. Full scale decentralization implies a corresponding upgrading in the 

quafity and diversity of technical staff based in the field. Indeed, in order to 

achieve integrated decision-making, one must presume that the Government 

can find generalists able to take decisions impartially in respect to radically 

different technical fields. It is no help, for instance (as Tanzania found to its 

chagrin) if a trained veterinarian continues to favour only livestock interests 

after he has been put in charge of afi agricultural services in his territory. A 

similar problem arises in "backward districts", which already have the weaker 

technical staff. Unless special measures are instituted to provide such areas 

with additional, high calibre staff, full-scale decentralization may in fact 

accelerate economic differentiation between areas and regions. 

4. Another way to safeguard the centre's legitimate interests is to build up 

an inventory -fif field tested procedures to be used in regional decision-making 

(the Government's hope beipg that such procedures will ensure a minimum 

level of standardization and, economic rationality)."'' Unfortunately, the usual 

experience has been that structural questions pre-empt the centre's attention, 

leaving the design of procedures to occur haphazardly as the field admin-

istration moves from one crisis to the next; alternatively, the eariier procedures 

evolved under central administration are continued in a half-hearted way under 

the new system. 

5. In some technical fields, there is little doubt that certain kinds of deci-

sions—such as the physical design specifications for water installations or road 

works—can be most cheaply provided in high quality by small, central units 

who provide standardized instructions for the whole country. The field admin-

istration is often not aware of the strategic nature of many highly specialized 

activities, and it is not uncommon to find that one of the first "economies" to 

be instituted under decentralization is the sacrifice of funds for various plan-

ning, survey, or maintenance units. 

6. This possibility raises a more general point. Types of planning and parti-
cipation differ for programmes of varying scope and purpose, just as the suit-
ability of planning techniques changes as a programme matures. So far, plan-
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ners at all levels in the administration have defined their sphere of activity in 

relation to the allocation of new physical resources, leaving the subsequent 

implementation and operation of programmes without any systematic assist-

ance. Since well proven techniques such as PERT exist for implementation 

planning, and since the field administration is more heavily involved in manag-

ing existing programmes than in creating new ones, this is the point to which 

priority attention should be directed. 

7. Very litde work has been done to identify the distinct planning needs of 

different types of development measures. Until we have such information, it is 

extremely diflicult to decide which planning functions should be retained at 

the centre, and which located in the field. At a minimum, I suggest we need to 

distinguish between advisory and operational services; it is the latter—pro-

grammes for forestry management, water supply construction, crop storage, 

and the like—which pose the knottiest difficulties under decentralization. A 

further distinction might be made within the advisory services, between those 

oriented towards low value, annual crop areas and those attached to vertically 

integrated cash crop industries. 

8. But most of all, decentralization in an African context can easily run foul 

of existing ethnic tensions. Here is an added reason why procedures for aUo-

cative decisions are so vital to the success of decentralization. Even so, there is 

always the danger that regional decisions which do not cater to tribal interests 

(as the primary basis for decision) may appear to do so when viewed from the 

centre. Planning for decentralizadon must anticipate that ethnic clashes may 

grow in intensity once people realize that decisions are being made in the field. 

These difficulties have been well documented in several East African studies 

of local government, co-operatives, and provincial administration. In particular, 

they are clearly identified in two recent Tanzanian studies: Paul Collins' 

analysis of the working of the Regional Development Fund, and the research 

by H. C. Kriesel and others on efficiency in Tanzanian marketing co-opera-

tives.°° On the government side, however, there has been little corresponding 

willingness to think about decentralization in analytic terms. Rather, one finds 

a tendency to sweep embarrassments under the rug by a blanket abrogation of 

the powers vested in regional and district bodies. One hopes that this will not 

be true of Tanzania's impending reorganization of the entire field administra-

tion, which President Nyerere announced in December of 1971.°° Another 

national experiment in decentralization can only be justified if careful attention 

has been paid to the lessons of the past, so that changes have a good chance 

of realizing their objectives. The day for blind experimentation ought to be 

over. We need more sophisticated thinking about administrative systems in 

their totality to identify which organizational correlates are essential for success 

under each kind of development programme. 

EMERGENT DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS IN EAST AFRICA 

Looking backwards, we can discern several worrisome trends which see 
to be symptomatic of ex-British administration the world over. Under neith 
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the colonial regime nor the new governments of East Africa has it been 

possible to co-ordinate development activities horizontally within given terri-

torial units, or even to devise effective techniques for regional and district plan-

ning. While some authors have written euphemistically about the "district deve-

lopment front", to date this degree of coherence represents an ideal and not an 

achievement in most areas of East Africa. The very fact that so many institu-

tional innovations—development committees, district teams, agricultural co-

ordinators, and the like—have been tried without success would seem to indi-

cate that some underlying structural feature within the administration makes 

such fiaison difficult. 

Administrators face a whole set of problems related to the takeover of local 

services by the central government in both Kenya and Tanzania. What mechan-

ism will be used to give a local voice in the allocation of these politically-charg-

ed services, and how will the people's enthusiasm for self-help construction be 

maintained in the face of continuing constraints on recurrent spending? 

Many localities appear to feel that they are cut adrift from influence within 

the central administration. Whatever the reasons for this state of affairs— 

which may reffect the downgrading of the role of representatives in the national 

government," the marked differences in calibre of staff between district and 

lower level officials,'** the failure to create viable sub-district administrative 

units with which people can identify,'*" the civil service policy of posting people 

outside their home districts as a check on "tribalism", or simply the dissipation 

of the solidarity generated by the independence struggle— ît is not something 

which can be easily reversed. 

A growing number of field surveys witness the failure of some local services 

to register any measurable impact after even several decades of activity."" 

Although this danger is most acute for certain types of ill-structured activity 

(notably literacy campaigns and community development work), the general 

quality of bottom level services is sufficiently uneven to be a cause for concern 

throughout East Africa. • 

The lower level cadres of officials who are expected to offer quasi-profes-

sional services in the countryside are themselves often intensely frustrated by 

their changing position relative to other cadres. As we have seen, the causes 

of frustration are manifold at all but the very top layers within the civil service 

hierarchy. The immediate consequence of this situation is that people are not 

being well matched to positions where their supposedly scarce skills would be 

fully utilized, nor are policies designed to stimulate development through 

increases in the numbers of trained manpower having their intended impact. 

At least half of these "problem areas" fall in the sphere of personnel man-

agement for the public sector, and so are subject in theory to planned action 

from the centre. Given the tremendous motivational leverage which is intrinsic 

to decisions about postings, salaries, and promotions, one would have thought 

this would be closely watched by central planners. Unfortunately, however, 

F>ersonnel management in East Africa suffers from three crippling disabilities: 

(I) administrators have inherited a colonial pattern which splits personnel 

functions almost irrevocably between the President's OflBce, central establish-
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ments, regional or provincial administration, the salaries sections of different 

ministries, and the manpower section of the planning ministry; (2) the spectre 

of tribalism and the accompanying accusations of favouritism make the Gov-

ernment very reluctant to have personnel matters aired in public; and, (3) the 

continuing debate about personnel policy has been distorted by the self-inter-

ests of those involved, so that despite the large volume of commentary by 

senior officials, disgruntled job holders, and Utopian socialists, many aspects 

of the relationship between rewards and performance are still unexplored. As 

a result, individual civil service bureaucracies have made but minimal use of 

their potentially great powers for the sophisticated management of personnel. 

If and when central planners do begin to focus on personnel matters (beyond 

simplistic manpower budgeting), they will find that a chief advantage to be 

gained from a carefully constructed "penetration analysis" is its ability to 

identify the points where planned intervention might have the maximum 

marginal impact upon performance within an administrative system. 

The strategic importance of such analysis becomes even clearer if we look 

ahead towards the policy issues which are likely to preoccupy the attention of 

national leaders in the coming decade. The unsolved problems which are 

directly linked to decisions about administrative structures include: the emer-

gence of the bureaucratic salariat as the dominant class, the growth of regional 

differentiadon which has accompanied existing development efforts, the in-

ability of the subsistence economy to support bureaucratic jobs required in 

order to meet the demand for mass welfare services, and the explosive demand 

for wage employment which has followed the spread of universal education. 

In the first respect, a "penetration analysis" gives the descriptive data to 

chart the allocation of resources between salary levels and between the nation's 

urban centre and its rural periphery. Forward projections can indicate the 

future composition and privileges of the salaried elite, making it easier for 

present day leaders to make astute use of training, recruitment, and postings 

to counteract the many built-in tendencies towards class differentiation in 

public service employment. Although macroscopic projections of this nature 

can be arrived at without constructing a formal model of the administrative 

system, the existence of the model helps to pinpoint exactly which internal 

decisions contribute most strongly to emergent class differentiation. 

The growth of regional inequalities can be documented in a similar fashion. 

Information on past and present allocations of administrative resources within 

the field administration to various districts can show at a glance whether this 

allocation is relatively fair (when controlled in relation to other considerations 

such as population, magnitude of existing production, and development poten-

tial), while highlighting the areas which diverge most sharply from the general 

trend. Central planners must be kept aware of these trends when allocating 

new resources, since the Government has only small latitude to change its over-

all commitments in any one plan period. Once the data have been laid out to 

facilitate such comparisons, one customarily finds at least three kinds of 

special situation where further information on the inner workings of the admin 

istration is needed. There are Districts which are too heavily endowed with 
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administrative resources to permit additional expansion but ones where per-

formance is weak; there are sparsely populated, peripheral districts where exist-

ing staff will have to perform "beyond the call of duty" if the people are to be 

adequately served; and, there are a few moderate to high potential areas where 

development must be started from scratch but where, for the same reason, the 

Government has the most room for administrative experimentation. It is not 

likely that the standard patterns of administration now in force wiU suffice for 

the future development of any of the three types. 

An even sharper dilemma arises in respect to how rural services can be 

provided and wage employment expanded within areas stiU engaged in "sub-

sistence" production. TypicaUy, the larger share of the subsistence fanner's 

real income consists of home-grown produce, leaving only a small and highly 

variable surplus to enter the national economy. Yet, because the majority of 

East African men have at some time in the past worked outside their home 

communities, they expect the Government to supply a level of welfare services 

which cannot be supported from the restricted tax base in the rural areas them-

selves. Given that the educational and medical services in question are almost 

entirely bureaucratic in nature, how should a government either: get the 

maximum impact from its welfare services while paying the lowest possible 

salaries, or, supplement low salaries by non-monetary systems of exchange? 

We are dealing here with reductions that cut very near to the bone indeed. 

For example (and this is an actual instance from Tanzania) the economists 

may urge the Government to revert to the cheapest form of communal water 

supplies, only to learn subsequently that they have in the process sacrificed 

the potential health benefits which are so important for raising agricultural 

productivity." Again, a country whose educational system fosters the identi-

fication of its youth with common reference groups may find it politically im-

possible to hoJ^ educated youths at the bottom of an artificially rigid job 

structure. What is the minimax? strategy to indicate which trade-offs are desir-

able between types of training, salary levels, ideological motivation, non-mone-

tary work incentives, high cost work supervision, and on-the-job performance? 

No easy answers to such questions exist. However, this paper has tried to show 

'hat a systematic description of administrative penetration would avoid the 

glaring dangers of partial analysis, while making policy makers more self-

aware about the administrative systems which they control but do not yet 

jtinderstand. 

The last of our policy problems will be the hardest of all to solve. The 

tensions which result from the "labour force explosion" in the face of slowly 

expanding employment opportunities are by now well publicized in Africa."^ 

Universal primary schoofing and widespread secondary education proceed 

P̂ace throughout East Africa, but most rapidly in Kenya."' Government 

êrvices are the largest wage employers in all three East African countries, 

' ^ ^ l as the Government remains the prime advocate for the extension of mass 

(̂ ^ucation. It is not surprising that youths and their parents look to the Gov-

tnent to solve the problem of rural unemployment. In the short run, an 

lysis of administrative penetration can be the basis for estimates of employ-
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ment benefits attached to alternative organizational policies in public services. 

In the longer run. the desire to increase employment opportunities while 

achieving high levels of productivity from salaried stafl" is self-contradictory. 

Administrative organization is only one component among a larger set of policy 

issues encompassing the entire organization of the rural economy. Even in 

socialist countries like Tanzania, willing to indulge in massive deficit financing, 

rural employment problems cannot be solved unless co-ordinated action i ^ 

taken on many fronts." id 

CONCLUSIONS lip 

We might note in conclusion Nyerere's recent admonition that the easy 

battles in rural development have been won. Now the hard work begins."' The 

problems reviewed above are not going to dissolve by the mere articulation of 

laudable development goals; nor is it likely that the international environment 

will become appreciably more hospitable towards the efforts of the developing 

countries. The attainment of development objectives will require sustained 

administrative performance at a level of managerial sophistication which has 

only rarely been achieved within East Africa to date. 

For this reason, the derivation of a more accurate image of existing admin-^ 

istrative structures is an urgent necessity. I have argued that while the field, 

administration can perform certain tasks well, it has not shown the kinds 

ffexible and rational capability required for centrally planned development. T h J 

system's built-in limitations cannot be overriden simply by administrative fiat 

through the application of increased pressure from the centre. This expedient 

soon leads to administrative overload at the top, evidenced by an increased 

"lumpiness" in economic decision-making, coupled with the erosion of the 

Government's legitimacy among the people and officials at the bottom. 

Unfortunately, each of the potential "solutions" which might be adopted^ 

to stimulate "engaged planning" has, under East African conditions at least, 

certain characteristic flaws. The main point of the paper is that such limitations 

can be known and compensated for in the design of administrative structures-

Provided that he is fully aware of the unique features of the existing systems, 

the analyst can fashion design specifications which gready reduce the risks oi 

low administrative performance. Such analysis should also identify the crucial 

linkages and key constraints affecting success in different types of developmeO' 

measures. It is most unlikely that any single administrative module will suffi^ 

to meet all the needs of a rural economy which is as diverse as that found 

East Africa, nor is one necessary. 

East African governments are beginning to recognize some of the limitatio^ 

of standard civil service practice when employed for the management of critic 

agricultural services. However, attempts at reform have somehow managed_a| 

combine the worst features of both worlds: in the economic sphere, expenslBJ 

parastatal institutions have been set up which are privileged but ineflacie'̂  

while in the general administration massive changes have been applied in 
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cnminately to the whole country (without accompanying evaluation). A prime 

aim behind the analysis of administrative penetration should be to reduce the 

Government's need for blind and risky experimentation, substituting in its 

place a more flexible and realistic use of the very great administrative resources 

which are already deployed within the rural sector. 
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"Harambee" Self-Help: The Kenyan 

Approach 

PHILIP M. MBITHI* 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent research findings in Eastern and Central Kenya show that the tradi-

tional community development approach inherited from the colonial admin-

istration was and is fraught with difficulties and often sowed its own seeds of 

failure. 

An analysis of the programme content and communication strategies used 

to convey development programmes to the rural communities shows a clear 

disharmony in the identification of local requirements and planning needs and 

in the identification, mobilization and allocation of local resources. The analysis 

shows that rural change programmes tended to be imposed upon rural commu-

nities irrespective of their expressed needs or abilities. The disharmony isolated 

Planning from Implementation so that planning was a centralized government 

activity and implementation was in the form of imposed programmes such as 

hillside terracing, livestock destocking and road making, on rural people. The 

disharmony between programme planning and implementation isolates the two 

participant categories in rural development: the government official and local 

progressive on the one hand and the rural household heads, clan leaders 

"Ithe Ma Mbai", village notables and ritual experts on the other. The signi-

ficance of these'categories can be seen in Table 1 where they suggest a corre-

lation between local initiative, and the success of the project. It shows the 

relationship between the nature of specific rural projects, the centre of decision-

making and planning, the nature'of participation and the success of the project. 

Such findings appear to support the old community development truism, 

"Get the community and its leaders to think it is their idea." Yet anyone who 

's familiar with the informality of community action knows that what is por-

trayed above is not only a conflict of leadership but a conflict of definition of 

goals, strategies and degree of involvement between bureaucracies and local 

'nterest groups. Also the term "government official" gives a mistaken picture 

pf inter-departmental co-ordination on any given programme. Hidden are the 

jealousies, the competitiveness, the conflicting expert prescriptions and the un-

•̂ ertainties arising from undefined strategies for achieving any one goal. For 

example, in one of the communities studied, agricultural experts recommended 

'he use of fish in their irrigation channels. The following month the health 

officials sprayed DDT on the water to stop mosquitoes from breeding. Al l the 

fish died. Obviously, a local man witnessing this stupidity will be hard put to 

'Philip Mbithi is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Sociology at the University 
^t Nairobi. 


